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Ferretti Yachts 881 HT

Maldives
Maldives
€2,150,000 ex Vat

Motor Yacht for sale. Ferretti 881 HT motor
yacht for sale. Superb condition and
specification. Thrilling 30 plus knts speed,
coupled with luxurious appointed interiors,
Extensive refit in 2014. The crew has a lot
of experience with this yacht and its
equipment and handle arranging ongoing
maintenance. Only very occasional used
and 600 engine hours.The owners will
consider offers.Stored ashore
frequently.Currently on charter, Maldives.
Contact us to arrange an accompanied
viewing with owners agent.

General Information
Year: 2006
Hull Material: GRP
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Manufacturer: MTU
Engine Model: 16V 2000 M91
Engine Year: 2006
Propeller Type: 4 Blade, Bronze
Maximum Speed: 31
Cruising Speed: 27
Beam: 22' 0"
Minimum Draft: 9' 1"
Maximum Draft: 9' 0"
LOA: 88' 8"

Accommodations
4 en-suite cabins with double beds, large wardrobes, head, bidet, showers.
Separate crew quarters.
Saloon
Saloon, large quality polished dining table with 8 comfortable dining chairs.
Saloon entertainment system-BOSE Lifestyle surround sound system. Large HD LCD TV. DVD player HD. satellite TV.
Large L shaped luxury sofa seating and occasional table. Ample side board style storage. Clear wide open and airy living space with modern interior design style.
Master Cabin.
Full size Double bed with quality spring mattress, wardrobes and vanity table, mirror and vast amount of cupboard and drawer storage.
Panoramic side windows giving unrestricted views and a light and airy sense of space.
LCD 72cm TV HD, Sat TV Bose 3.2.1
Surround sound sound system CD/DVD Bose.
Bathroom with Enclosed shower, Jacuzzi, Bidet and wc. Mirrors and under work-surface cupboards.
Air conditioning
VIP Guest Cabin
Full size Double bed with quality spring mattress, wardrobes and vanity table, mirror and vast amount of cupboard and drawer storage.
LCD 55cm TV Sat TV
Surround sound system Bose. CD/DVD system
Air conditioning.
Bathroom with shower.
Guest Cabins x 2
2 single beds in each guest cabin.
LCD 55cm TV Sat TV
Pioneer CD/DVD player
Bathroom with shower
Air conditioning

Manufacturers brochure description of this craft.
The new Ferretti 881, flagship of the fleet, presents new design solutions made to optimise the space and brightness of the various cabins. An exciting new feature is the
reformed layout of the master cabin, which presents two large open-view windows on both sides, making it incomparable to alternative suites in terms of space and light.
Located wide in the central part of the hull, the master-cabin faces the direction opposite to the navigation, and allows the shipowner to enjoy a unique view of the sea lying
down on the bed or in the Jacuzzi. Externally a very large flying bridge, provided with a Jacuzzi, Bimini top and sofas, makes this area the ideal place for sharing unforgettable
moments with the guests.
A large garage located aft, with a hydraulic opening, stores a jet ski and becomes a wide bathroom platform. The interiors spaces and finishing make this yacht feel and look
like a villa on the sea.
Bolshoi !

Navigation
Navigation centre, Plotter, Compass, Log, Radar, VHF dsc radio, computer system
Instrument repeaters at flybridge. Depth instruments. GPS

Hull, Deck, Safety & Canvas
Flybridge, instrument repeaters from main bridge deck system.
Electric control hard top sunshade system.
Jacuzzi
Ample external comfort seating.
Bar and refridgerator
Bose external speakers with remote and amplification.
Aft Deck
Ice maker
Quality teak table seating 10
Bose loudspeakers and remote with amplification.
Hydraulic raise and lower platform with swim ladders.
GSM phone/intercom
White hull and superstructure.
Full galley equipment for 8 guests dining. Deep freezer
Generator.
Air conditioning/Heating throughout craft.

2 x Jet ski's Kawasaki GTX Limited edition
Wifi internet connection.

Engine
Twin MTU 16V 2000 M91 marine diesel engines,
Shaft to 4 blade bronze propellers.
Bow thruster.
Generator
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